
Palo Sofa
by HEM Design Studio



Designed by our in-house team at Hem, Palo is the sofa concept that evolves  

with you. Thanks to an innovative frame featuring removable struts, its components  

can be easily added, removed or rearranged as your living circumstances change. 

Available in various different colours, with cushions and armrests that feature  

70% virgin wool upholstery and are compatible across the whole series, Palo  

allows you to mix and match as much as you like. Start with one Palo base 

and add pieces as and when you require them.



The Palo Sofa parts

PLEASE NOTE: The exact number  
of the parts in your package  

vary with each Palo configuration.



small base

large base

leg base small leg + clamp 
(Palo Corner sofa only)

leg topleg cap

backrest straightbackrest corner



Module Overview

leg base + leg top

leg base + leg cap



95 x 95 x 67 cm 190 x 95 x 67 cm

Palo Ottoman

95 x 95 x 39 cm

Palo Single-Seater Palo Lounger

190 x 95 x 67 cm

Palo 2-Seater Sofa

190 x 95 x 67 cm

Palo 2-Seater Sofa Chaise Left/Right

Palo Corner Sofa Right/LeftPalo 2-Seater Sofa + Corner Armrest

190 x 95 x 67 cm 285 x 190 x 67 cm



 

Turn the base of the sofa around and lay it on 

a clean, even surface.



Lock all leg bases into the holes of the sockets provided.  

Make sure all of the legs sit tighly in the base. Depending on which Palo  

configuration you have purchased, the amount of parts will vary  

(please see the module overview for reference).



Turn the sofa base around and make  

sure everything feels stable. Ask a friend to help you.



Next, place all the leg tops into the upper holes of the leg bases.

Depending on which Palo configuration you have purchased, seal the the hole  

with a leg cap (please see the module overview for reference).
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Each armrest and backrest needs to be supported by the legs tops  

which you have put in place at step 4.
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You’re done! Put the sofa to the desired angle and  

make sure eveything feels stable.



Alternative Assembly 
 Palo Corner Left / Right

small leg clamp
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Once you have assembled both modules of your Palo Corner Sofa, make sure to have 

added the small leg into the big base, to secure its stability. After that, secure both 

parts together by using the clamp, following the drawing below:

small leg

clamp

View from underneath

View from the side




